
Elliot Morais: A Post-Call Out Analysis 
(Last updated: May 2nd 2020)

Overview:
On April 16th 2020, a call out post for Laura @radblrwarcriminal on Tumblr, formerly known as 
Elliot Morais and André, started being written. Older URLs include @traggot and @elliotmorais. 
According to the document, Laura has “been severely emotionally and sexually abusive towards
Ari” for three months (January 11th 2020 - April 15th 2020). The document also claims Laura 
showcased “pedophilic tendencies towards a minor”, which led to Ari leaving the relationship.
As stated in the document, “the screenshots speak volumes on their own, but explanations have
been given too alongside”. However, it will be shown throughout this analysis that the 
“explanations” given were written under the assumption the reader would not click to see the 
screenshots in question or think critically about them.
Additionally, this analysis will contain commentary by Laura and outsiders who have read the 
call out but have absolutely nothing to do with it.
This document will be updated from time to time.

Those mainly involved:
Ari: the alleged victim in the call out’s scenario, 21 turning 22 this year (2020), FTM, known as 
715 @twamsmahogany on Tumblr.
George/Rose: close friend of Ari’s, 17 turning 18 this year (2020), dysphoric GNC male, found 
on Tumblr as @trey-azagthot and @trap-rights-activist. Alleged victim of Laura’s 
“predatory/pedophilic behaviors”.
Laura: allegedly abusive towards Ari and allegedly pedophilic/predatory towards Rose, 20 
turning 21 this year (2020), ex-FTM, previously known as Elliot Morais and André, found on 
Tumblr as @radblrwarcriminal.

Important things to note:
Laura is the host of a DID system known as the Morals System. DID is Dissociative Identity 
Disorder, previously known as Multiple Personality Disorder. This disorder is known to be 
caused by severe, repeated, long-term childhood trauma before the age of 9 which, obviously, 
the Morals System has experienced. The disorder manifests itself with the presence of alters, 
which have their own perception of self as a unique individual or entity and do not view 
themselves as only an aspect of a complete person. As this analysis is being written (April 26th 
2020), there are at least 7 known alters in total: Laura (host), Nyx (trauma holder), Lili (little/child
alter), Grem (female caretaker), João/Joshua (aggressive protector), Rena (middle/ageslider 
and Higurashi fictional introject) and Tiago Xavier (male caretaker).

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1USO82cbSfG8I8GSYZoFPm8YA1CJ6in8_pkQv6YGbig8/edit
http://did-research.org/did/alters/index.html
http://did-research.org/did/alters/index.html
http://did-research.org/origin/index.html
http://did-research.org/origin/index.html


The original call out document spreads blatant misinformation regarding DID, since it is 
mentioned that “the alters mentioned in text (primarily Nyx and Rena) are the same person 
(Elliot) in alternative identities/states of consciousness” and that “whilst each alter should be 
recognised, it’s also important to recognise that each alter can effectively be viewed as the 
same person”. This is not true:

Alters each have their own perception of self as a unique individual or entity and do not 
view themselves as only an aspect of a complete person. Externally, alters can display 
different degrees of emotional expressiveness, behave in different ways, and have 
different skills and abilities related to sensory-motor functioning. They have different 
thoughts, perceptions, and memories relating to themselves and to the world around 
them. They may perceive themselves as having an age, gender, sexuality, appearance, 
source, or even species that may or may not match that of the system's actual body, and
they may or may not be aware of these discrepancies. [...] Often, alters have their own 
wants, needs, desires, and opinions.

(Source).
Nyx’s commentary: the people behind the call out know how DID works and that we’re not 
“effectively the same person”. In fact, Ari himself wrote a post in the past showing that he 
understands this:

Sexual abuse:

The webcam incident:
Laura’s commentary: there’s obviously no footage of this, so there’s no way either of us can 
prove what actually went down; honestly, it would be pretty embarrassing for both parties if 
there was, indeed, footage. Anyway, we were video calling, as we’d frequently do, and I was 
lying down in bed, covered by a blanket but wearing barely anything underneath, which was 
obvious. Ari and I had been sexual with each other before, just not while video calling. We’d 
commonly consensually flirt and sext, ever since the beginning of our relationship. I would 
frequently make sure if Ari was comfortable with certain acts and he did the same for me: 1, 2, 
3. (Ari sent nudes after this, which obviously I won’t post here). 4, 5. (The first few times we 
flirted/sexted and exchanged pictures). 6. (Continuation of the previous conversation). The 
following is a couple days after we started dating, before the webcam incident: 7. As for the 
webcam incident, I wrote via text that I was touching myself while we were camming, but as I 
said, I was already naked in the call. This wasn’t “out of nowhere” and I always tried to make 
sure that Ari felt comfortable with our sexual interactions. Here are screenshots of the full 
conversation: 1, 2, 3.

https://prnt.sc/s805f7
https://prnt.sc/s80577
https://prnt.sc/s804pr
https://prnt.sc/s804c9
https://prnt.sc/s803xj
https://prnt.sc/s803mj
https://prnt.sc/s80388
https://prnt.sc/s802tw
https://prnt.sc/s802jo
https://prnt.sc/s80200
http://archive.is/BFtC9
http://archive.is/BFtC9
http://did-research.org/did/alters/index.html


The original call out document states that “this is one of the earliest examples of her 
conditioning attempts and also her repreparation (performing the same patterns of abuse she 
suffered onto someone else) of trauma (Elliot has a past in camming)”. Now, I don’t want to 
sound like I’m excusing any of my behavior that may have had a negative impact on Ari and 
others, this isn’t an excuse, but an explanation: I often “joke” that I’m retarded, as many people 
have witnessed me reclaiming that slur around. This isn’t just a joke, I’m in fact mentally 
disabled and simple day-to-day tasks are difficult for me to perform, which includes social skills. 
To be completely blunt, I’m too fucking stupid to willingly manipulate people. The call out paints 
me as someone capable of conditioning another human being while planning to abuse them, but
that simply isn’t true. I’m not good at lying, understanding social cues and I’m definitely terrible 
at making other people do what I want.

Outsider commentary:



Unsolicited pornography:
Laura’s commentary: yes, I’d send NSFW drawings of me and Ari, but they weren’t 
unsolicited. I did fuck up when I sent that kind of art to Ari before we started dating, I wasn’t 
aware that was a weird and creepy thing to do but now I am, and I’m sorry. Due to my 
upbringing involving incest and CSA, I tend to be overly sexual without intending to harm those 
around me. That’s something I need to work on and that I actively feel remorse about. This 
screenshot proves Ari was weirded out by the first NSFW art I ever showed him, but also that he
was okay with being sent that kind of content as we were dating: 1, 2.
The original call out document tells the reader to note “the fact that she’d draw and furthermore 
force Ari to imagine sexual acts with a penis whilst Ari is a homosexual female.” The art 
involving a penis is the following (uncensored).
This was sent under the assumption, the hypothetical that me and Ari had our ideal, 
anatomically male bodies. We are both bottom dysphoric, so a lot of our fantasies involved us 
both as male, having penises attached to our bodies. The following screenshots confirm this:

https://prnt.sc/s691mw
https://prnt.sc/s8069y
https://prnt.sc/s80616


(Ari complimenting my artwork and mentioning being “very flustered” because of it). 1. (Ari 
confirming he’d want to have sex if we were both anatomically male).

NSFW blog screenshots:
Laura’s commentary: I have nothing to add onto this section. The call out post is, as far as I’m 
concerned, accurate regarding this one. As explained earlier, I’m not good with social cues and I
should’ve been more careful when it came to kink. During a lot of our conversations regarding 
kink, it made sense to me that the scenarios posed were something Ari actively wanted to do 
but publicly opposed. It felt like more of a political stance than something Ari absolutely did not 
want to do in private; turns out I was wrong. As such, I feel deeply remorseful and guilty. I 
apologize and acknowledge the harm I have caused.

Autoandrophilia and general cumbrainery:
Laura’s commentary: yes, I sexualize maleness to an extent. This isn’t the source of my 
dysphoria or transness, as I remain dysphoric and actively want to medically transition all the 
time, even when I’m repulsed by sex. I also feel like there’s a huge double standard here, 
considering Ari has admitted to sexualizing gender nonconforming maleness, being on estrogen
as a male and “being a cute trap”:

(The screenshot above is from a public Blanchardian server named Hobbyist Sexologists)

https://www.reddit.com/r/Blanchardianism/comments/7urhwi/hobbyist_sexologists_discord_channel/
https://prnt.sc/s808qr


More screenshots (explicit): 1, 2. (Ari enthusiastically consenting to the idea of grinding against 
a bulge. This contradicts what is said in the call out regarding pressuring “Ari into just accepting 
imagining what is essentially corrective rape and various uncomfortable situations”). Many of the
screenshots regarding me “being a sadist” for supposedly wanting to cum in Ari’s mouth are 
taken out of context to make it seem as if Ari was visibly uncomfortable but, in fact, he’s the one 
who brought it up: 1. Additionally, I had talked about being disgusted by the idea of ejaculating 
in someone’s mouth if I were a cis male: 1. One of the screenshots in the call out talks about 

https://prnt.sc/s80d8f
https://prnt.sc/s80a6j
https://prnt.sc/s809or
https://prnt.sc/s8099k


wanting to watch people take turns with Ari. This was in context of us sharing problematic 
fantasies we had with each other: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

Outsider commentary:

https://prnt.sc/s80fnb
https://prnt.sc/s80fg1
https://prnt.sc/s80f3f
https://prnt.sc/s80evl
https://prnt.sc/s80elg
https://prnt.sc/s80eef
https://prnt.sc/s80e62
https://prnt.sc/s80dxg


Nyx:
Laura’s commentary: Nyx is a sexual trauma holder who seeks validation through sex, 
obviously. As the host of the Morals System, I confirm that Nyx was pushy towards Ari initiating 
sexual/romantic contact with her. That was wrong and not acceptable. I don’t condone that 
attitude and will make sure that Nyx gets the help that she needs in order to avoid similar 
incidents in the future. I apologize on behalf of her.

Coercion, masochism and exhibitionism:
Nyx’s commentary: it’s true that I was pushy towards Ari into beginning sexual/romantic 
contact with me. It was a bad thing to do. I’m sorry. I’m not a sadist, though. I’m a masochist, 
exclusively. I would never want to hurt anyone else other than myself and possibly people who 
hurt me or hurt those that I care about. I’m not really much of an exhibitionist, it’s not really a 
fetish that I have; I am aroused by the idea of showing myself to people who will then hurt me, 
typically strong cis men. I know I should work on this, as I am a sexual trauma holder. I never 
got the ability to treat myself, I don’t remember anything from any therapy session I’ve ever had.
I still hope I can heal someday. I’m sorry for all the damage I’ve caused. I acknowledge it and 
feel bad about it.



Fetishization of FTMs:
Nyx is attracted to male sex characteristics but not penises. She can’t imagine herself with a cis 
woman because it triggers her trauma regarding CSA. As such, she vented to Ari explaining that
she felt confused about her sexual orientation:



These screenshots show that Nyx wasn’t fetishizing FTMs (that would be, for instance, 
objectifying trans men solely for sex and her own pleasure), but instead struggling with coming 
to terms with her sexual orientation due to trauma. She self-harms via sex with cis men, so 
being with them is not an option. Sex with female passing individuals triggers CSA trauma. 
She’s attracted to the same sex solely, but can only be healthily sexual with people of the 
female sex who pass as male. The screenshots clearly show that she wants “a healthy sex life 
and loving relationship”, and the only demographic she can have that with is transmasculine 
people.

Dilator incident:
The original call out document makes it seem as if Nyx gets a sadistic kick from the idea of 
using Hegar dilators for vaginismus while knowing Ari has that condition. Hegar dilators are 
dilators used to treat vaginismus,   induce cervical dilation  , and for inflatable penile implant   
procedures. However, the full conversation shows that Nyx is, in fact, interested in dilating her 
own cervix for stimming purposes, rather than triggering Ari in regards to vaginismus:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hegar_dilators
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hegar_dilators
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hegar_dilators
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hegar_dilators
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hegar_dilators




More evidence regarding Nyx’s strange urge to dilate her own cervix for non-sexual reasons:



Emotional abuse:

Purposefully triggering of OSDD:
First off, OSDD stands for Other Specified Dissociative Disorder and has several subtypes. Ari 
suffers from OSDD-1, which is characterized by chronic and recurrent syndromes of mixed 
dissociative symptoms: this category includes identity disturbance associated with less-than-
marked discontinuities in sense of self and agency, or alterations of identity or episodes of 
possession in an individual who reports no dissociative amnesia. OSDD-1 involves dissociative 
parts that are not sufficiently differentiated to qualify as alters (sometimes known as OSDD-1a) 
or individuals who do not have amnesia between alters (sometimes known as OSDD-1b). Some
individuals with OSDD-1 lack both amnesia and highly distinct parts, and other individuals with 
OSDD-1 have highly distinct parts but rarely or never switch between them. These latter cases 
are also sometimes described as OSDD-1b.
Laura’s commentary: before looking at the screenshots provided in the call out, I had 
absolutely no idea what it was all about. After reading through this section, I can see how I 
fucked up. Even having no intention to do so, I understand my actions may have caused Ari to 
switch, which is a terrible experience. There’s no way to excuse this and I’m not trying to excuse
myself either. It was straightforwardly insensitive of me to try to be sexual or express my 
feelings about how I felt unimportant when Ari was experiencing and showing symptoms of 
mental illness.

Purposefully triggering trauma and guilt tripping:
Laura’s commentary: this is another part I feel remorseful about, if not the part I feel the most 
guilty about. Every month, close to my period, my BPD symptoms would get worse and I’d have 
episodes regarding isolation and identity confusion, which I exposed Ari to, and shouldn’t have, 
because he was triggered by them and I was out of control. I answered an ask on my (now 
abandoned) blog explaining this situation:

http://did-research.org/comorbid/dd/osdd_udd/did_osdd.html
http://did-research.org/comorbid/dd/osdd_udd/did_osdd.html
http://did-research.org/comorbid/dd/osdd_udd/did_osdd.html
http://did-research.org/comorbid/dd/osdd_udd/index.html
http://did-research.org/comorbid/dd/osdd_udd/index.html
http://did-research.org/comorbid/dd/osdd_udd/index.html


Again, I feel a lot of remorse and guilt because of the pain I’ve inflicted on him during those 
episodes. I’m deeply sorry. Not to excuse, but to explain, it was not intentional nor out of 
sadism, but it was still a very toxic attitude to have towards Ari, to excessively rely on him for 
emotional validation when he was not prepared to do so. Unintentional toxicity is still toxicity so, 
from the bottom of my heart, I apologize.

Outsider commentary (featuring Tiago Xavier):



Laura’s note: I disagree with the outsider commentary. Tiago is right.

Pedophilia:

Dodgy reblogs/uploads:
Laura’s commentary: I have nothing to apologize for in regards to my abandoned blog’s 
aesthetic posts. That’s all that it is, aesthetics, no deeper meaning behind them. It was 
supposed to match an overall dusty theme, a mixture of urban with forest aesthetics. I always 
took individual posts down if someone spotted something wrong with them and warned me. 
Additionally, I asked people if my aesthetics were weird or problematic and I was met with this:





Nyx’s commentary: I can confirm Rose did not only tell Laura it was okay, she also told me the
same even though I wasn’t involved in any of that.

Also, Laura now sees the errors in her ways in regards to aesthetics:



The George/Rose incident:
Laura’s commentary: this one has been a HUGE misunderstanding that people keep on 
stretching and stretching to argue that I’m a pedophile. Here’s an ask I answered that explains 
it:



POCD is Obsessive Compulsive Disorder that focuses on pedophilic themes. Please read this 
page to better understand this stigmatized disorder. I’ve been struggling with obsessions and 
compulsions ever since I was 15, and started having pedophilic intrusive thoughts when I was 
16, which was around the time I started assessing my trauma from CSA.
Tumblr user @discyours also debunked some myths associated with POCD in his blog:

The callout claims that “Elliot has claimed POCD for a long time and an alter with most of her 
memories wouldn’t freak out upon experiencing normal, long term OCD symptoms”. This is not 

https://iocdf.org/expert-opinions/am-i-a-monster-an-overview-of-common-features-typical-course-shame-and-treatment-of-pedophilia-ocd-pocd/
https://iocdf.org/expert-opinions/am-i-a-monster-an-overview-of-common-features-typical-course-shame-and-treatment-of-pedophilia-ocd-pocd/


true. Rena is a 14-16 year old trauma holder alter with little experience in fronting, who 
manages emotions differently from the host (me). I’ve dealt with POCD and other forms of OCD 
for years, but I’ve barely had any therapy for it, all my coping mechanisms are self taught. If I’m 
tired or fragilized, I’ll be more vulnerable to freaking out when faced with intrusive thoughts 
about anything really, and the ones that are flashing images involving harm to children get to me
the most. It’s normal for an immature alter who holds a lot of trauma memories to be distressed 
when faced with POCD symptoms for the first time herself, even if she knows we collectively as 
a system have experienced those symptoms before.
With that being said, I’ve told Ari myself I’d feel extremely uncomfortable and weirded out if 
George/Rose were to flirt with me, since she’s a minor and I’m an adult:

I have no interest in children and avoid being around minors in my daily life, because POCD still
plagues me non-stop, even if I’ve recovered enough to be able to function. Ever since this 
event, I’ve been locked in my bed room, sleeping it off so I don’t have to be bombarded with 
intrusive thoughts and so I don’t attempt suicide again.
I’m also not attracted to males, which Rose is. I’m a homosexual, only into those born female, 
with an almost exclusive interest in trans men.
Even then, I recognize the way Rena and I handled the situation was very poor. Rena should’ve
applied coping mechanisms to her thinking patterns, and I shouldn’t have attempted suicide 
while exposing Ari to it. I also acknowledge that Rose is fully entitled to feeling uncomfortable 
knowing someone who’s physically an adult had POCD intrusive thoughts that involved her, a 
minor. It’s completely fine for her to distance herself from someone who makes her feel 
uncomfortable.

The Breakup
Laura’s commentary: Another part where I admit I really fucked up. Because of the amount of 
pills I took, I wasn’t able to fully judge what was going on, especially during the first few days. I 
made stupid posts and sent stupid messages that were probably hurtful to those who read 
them. What is being said in the original call out document regarding this part is true. I handled 



the break up super poorly. I apologize and recognize I need to work on bettering myself. I’m 
having my first therapy appointment in a long time on April 29th 2020 and I hope I can manage 
my emotions better from now on. If you’ve read this until the end, thank you for sticking with us. 
You’re free to cut contact with me because of this if that’s what you wish, I understand. I also 
know it’s impossible to reconcile with the main people involved but I also do not want to do that. 
It’s better for everyone if we all part ways.

Outsider commentary in general
The following screenshots show the opinions of some people who are aware of the situation but 
aren’t involved in any way in it. Note: not all of these opinions are shared by Laura or other 
alters.



Tiago Xavier’s commentary
Hello, my name is Tiago Xavier and I’m a recently split caretaker alter in the Morals System. 
This split started happening during the hospitalization due to Laura’s suicide attempt and the 
consequent medical procedures performed on her in order to survive, but I only fronted for the 
first time a few days ago.
From a young age, we’ve been religiously abused. At age 10, we were dragged by our mother 
into what was basically a religious cult. It lasted several years and I hold memories of those 
events. As such, my role as a caretaker protector alter is to look after the other system 
members in regards to them being affected by cult-like behavior from the outside.
As someone who’s not been exactly directly involved in this situation, I’ve decided to provide my
input in regards to how it’s being handled by the members of The Nunnery (the discord server 
that Ari, Rose/George and others are in).

Ari’s behavior
The screenshots provided below showcase Ari continuously talking about a subject that was 
triggering Laura’s trauma, despite being asked to stop:











(Blaming Laura for being triggered by the subject being talked about and pinning it on his BPD).
The following screenshots show Ari trying to be intimate with Laura when Laura had low libido 
and/or pain/fatigue due to disability. Despite Laura expressing that she wasn’t in the mood, Ari 
kept bringing it up and constantly talking about feeling insecure/undesirable, continuously 
asking Laura for validation even though Laura was not in the best state to do so:



These screenshots present Laura having identity issues regarding gender, while Ari kept mentioning 
how Laura wouldn’t be attractive to him if Laura were a feminine woman:







Evidence of Ari fantasizing about having power over Laura during sex: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
Laura’s commentary: the next screenshots show Ari’s behavior towards me when I was having 
BPD related identity issues.

https://prnt.sc/s80l58
https://prnt.sc/s80mij
https://prnt.sc/s80m7g
https://prnt.sc/s80lvc
https://prnt.sc/s80ln5
https://prnt.sc/s80lf4




Laura’s commentary: Ari would ask me for reassurance all the time. It’s fine to ask for validation 
when you’re dating someone, it’s just the way he put things that rubbed me the wrong way. See it for
yourself.



Laura’s commentary: the following screenshots show that Ari is okay with saying the F slur as 
someone who’s biologically female. Honestly, this is something that I’m guilty of as well. I just 
wanted to provide evidence of it so there are no double standards.



Laura’s commentary: this is Ari asking me if I was interested in “taming” him while I clearly 
explained that my fascination for his alter 715 was out of getting to know his system better as a 
whole because I liked them as people.

Laura’s commentary: Ari trying to be sexual with me while I was very drunk. These speak for 
themselves. 1, 2, 3, 4.
Laura’s commentary: Ari unironically likes to drink human blood and would like to drink mine 
despite me being scared of it.

https://prnt.sc/s80o3w
https://prnt.sc/s80np5
https://prnt.sc/s80ngq
https://prnt.sc/s80n4p




Nyx’s commentary: more screenshots showing that Ari enjoys drinking blood, even from a sexual 
point of view.



715 (or at least someone claiming to be him) stating that a blood play kink isn’t harmful:

http://archive.is/rBnba

